Yes Unconditional Love Begins With Me Now

You know you can, yield soul and heart;
Explore thoughts grand, expect fine start;
Set action plans, sense love’s sure art.

Urge heart and mind, use passion well;
Now uplift each, new ideas spread;
Come dare be kind, cheer funds things swell;
Offer clear reach, opt to purge dread.
Niche happy say, note rays of peace;
Do work grand heart, deal wise full sway;
Ideas replay, image at ease;
Trust love to start, truth shapes each day.
Inspire wise health, inscribe bold signs;
Obey kind thought, observe fair act;
Note what’s true wealth, nice words align;
Aware of plot, appeal prompts tact;
Love cheers a lot, live precious finds.

Live your fond quest, love with true heart;
Open your mind, offer pure soul;
Voice cheery zest, vouch sincere start;
Explore truth kind, expect one whole.

Believe you can, bestow warm face;
Etch message kind, end with fresh cheer;
Glimpse inspired trends, give effort space;
Indulge clear mind, implant faith here.
Now work your plan, new change you trace;
Sense and define, see beyond fear.

Watch passion grow, weave a bold style;
Impress and farm, induce wise charm;
Trust ever shows, touch shares a smile;
Hurl a new psalm, health funds grand sums.

Meet each new face, mould your best zest;
Embrace each race, enchant sweet jest.

Note how you feel, needs and wants stay;
Offer to heal, open mind pays;
Work fine appeal, wise worth funds play.
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